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COMPLETE SPECIFICATION.

Improvements relating to Methods of Forming Foundations.

Wc. Tin: Pur-Stressed Concrete Com
panv Limitxd. a British Company, of 171
Victoria Street. Westminster. London. S.W.I.
do hereby declare the invention, for which
we pray that a patent may be granted to us,
and the method by which it is to be per-
formed, to be particularly described in and
by the following statement:—

This invention relates to the founding of
permanent structures in soil and is moreover
an improvement tn or modiiication of the
invention described in the Specification
accompanying our Application Nos.
22820/57. 30702/57 and 36703/57 (Serial
No, 835.804).

According to one feature of our prior
invention a permanent structure is founded
in the following manner:—
A foundation block is held by a heli-

copter in a position above the surface of the
soil in which the structure is to be founded,
the block is caused to move downwards from
the helicopter and is caused by kinetic energy
acquired whilst -he block is in movement
above the surface of the soil to penetrate
the soil to a depth at which it is able to
carry the load imposed upon it by the struc-
ture ar.d the structure is then supported on
the block.

The foundation block may be allowed to
fall from the helicopter under the action of
gravity alone or it may be projected down-
wards, for example, by means of a rocket
or rockets fixed to it. Considerable accuracy
can be obtained in the positioning of a foun-
dation block projected or dropped down-
wards from a helicopter without any
extraneous control of the block durinn its

fall.

l or some purposes however, greater accur-

acy is necessary than can be obtained with
an uncontrolled falL To increase the accur-
acy of the positioning of the foundation,
according to the present invention the block
is caused to move downwards from the heli-
copter along a guide which extends from the
helicopter to the ground beluw or to a posi-
tion adjacent the ground below. In most
cases it is preferable that the guide should
be connected to the ground as it can then
form an achorage which assists in locating
the helicopter in the position from which the
foundation biock is caused to move down-
wards. It is not. however, essential under
all circumstances that the lower end of the
guide should be fixed. Under particular^
still conditions when there is little or no
wind, the guide may hang down wards from
the helicopter and end a short distance awav
from the surface of the ground below. In
this case the lower end of the guide may be
weighted to assist in maintaining it substan-
tially plumb.
The guide may be rigid, it mav be jointed

at intervals so that it is articulated, or it mav
be completely flexible, for example in the
form of a rope or cable. In general it ha>

y far been found that a flexible guide which
is connected to* the ground below is mo>!
satisfactory and nylon rope has been found
to be particularly suitable.

As an alternative, however, a tube made
of aluminium or some other light metal ma>
be used. This is termed "rigid" in. contract
to a rope which is completely flexible, hut \i

will be understood, however, that a guide in

the form of an aluminium lube which mav
be for example of the order of 1 or \\

inches in diairetcr and 200 feci lone, wjfi
in fact be comparatively flexible and vv ill be
:ible to bow to a considerable extent <hould
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it be pushed by the helicopter into contact
with the ground below.
As already stated the foundation block

may be allowed to fall muter the action of
gravity alone or it may be projected down-
wards. It is preferable to project the founda-
tion block downwards because then suffic-
ient energy can be gained to cause the block
to penetrate the ground to the required depth
from a much smaller height than is possible
if the block is just allowed to fall. Jt is

obviously desirable to keep the height from
which the block is caused to move down-
wards as small as possible to restrict the
length nf th* oiji/}? which is necessap*
fhe guide may be a singie member or

single flexible rope to which the foundation
block is connected. It may. alternatively
comprise a number of parallel members or
ropes between wiiich the foundation block
is caused to move downwards. The guide
may be connected directly to the ground
below by means of a stake driven into the
ground or by some other form of anchorage
or it may be fixed tc an attendant vehicle
so that it is thus indirectly connected to the
ground.
Where the guide consists of a number of

parallel members or ropes the attendant
vehicle may have a frame to which the mem-
bers or ropes are attached so that their
spacing is accurately maintained.
More than one foundation block may be

caused to move downwards simultaneously
from the helicopter and when this is done
ail the blocks may be connected together
by a structure which maintains the positions
of the blocks relatively to each other and the
blocks are then caused to move downwards
along a single guide The structure con-
necting ihe blocks together is destroyed as
it strike; the ground and the blocks pene-
trate the ground independently.
An example of a method of founding a

permanent structure in accordance with the
invention will now be described by way of
example only with reference to the accom-
panying drawings, in which:—

Hviure 1 v a diagrammatic perspective
view of a helicopter from which a guide
extends downwards to a vehicle on" the
ground below showing a group of founda-
tion bKks on their passage down the guide;
Fkure 2 is a plan as seen in the direction

of Ue arrows on the line II—II in Figure I:

rigure 3 is a detail to a lareer scale of a
frame which is fixed to the back of the
vehicle shown in Figure 1;

Figure 4 is a cross-section through the
frame as seen in the direction of the arrows
on the line IV -IV in Figure 3;

Figure 5 is a demil to" an enlarged scale
Nho%%mg the attachment of the cuidc to the
helicopter;

Figure b is a diagrammatic side elevation

of a Helicopter with another form of guide
extending to the ground below and showing
another foundation block moving down the
guide;

Figure 7 is a vertical section through a
foundation block shown in positon on a
guide; . , , _ •

Figure 8 is a perspective view of another
foundation block showing another form of
attachment to the guide;

Figure 9 is a diagrammatic side elevation
of a structure supported on tnc foundation
shown in Figures 1 and 2; and .

Figure 10 is a side elevation of another
"^rt^** vr** Il/UIHIUUUU

shown in Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 1 a helicopter 1 has
suspended below it a guide consisting of
four parallel nylon ropes 2. In this particu-
lar example the nylon ropes arc half an inch
in diameter, but this dimension is in no
way critical and ropes with widely varying
diameters may be used in dependence upon
the height from which the foundation is

caused to move downwards and also upon
the weight and size of the foundation.
The helicopter flies from a depot into posi-

tion above the position in which a structure
is to be founded. A foundation consisting
of a main block 3 and four subsidiary blocks
4 is fixed in position underneath the heli-
copter. The subsidiary blocks 4 are each
connected to the main block 3 by a light
framework 5. Each of the light frameworks
5 including a ring 6 through which one of
the ropes 2. forming the guide, passes.
To the bottom end of the main block 3

are attached three rocket tubes 7. These
tubes are spaced at equal intervals around
the circumference of the main block 3 When
the helicopter is in position above the place
in which the structure is to be founded, the
lower ends of the ropes 2 are attached to
rings 8 fixed on a frame 9 which is attachcu
to the back of a jeep 10. Once the ropes
2 are attached to the igs 8 the helicopter
1 is to a certain extent anchored in posi-
tion. The pilot then adjusts the position of
the helicopter exactly so that the ropes 2
are vertical and are also taut. Ihe length
of the ropes 2 will depend on a number of
factors which include the weight of the
foundation blocks 3 and 4. the nalure of the
ground in which the foundation is to be
formed and the weight of the structure which
is to be founded on the foundation blocks.
As explained in our prior Application Nos

22820/57. 30702/57 and 36703/57 (Serial"
No. 835.804) the height from which the
foundation block is caused to move down-
wards is determined experimentally. In the
case where the main foundation" block is
fitted with rockets as shown it mav he of
the order of 150 feet. If (he foundation
blocks are allowed to fal! under gravity alone Mo
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the height will be considerably greater and

^ may be of the order of 400 Co 500 feet.

When the helicopter is in its exact position

the main foundation block 3 is released by
r
> means of a quick release hook. As the

block 3. and the blocks 4 attached to it. start

to fall the rockets 7 are fired by pull cords
attach xt to the helicopter The blocks 3 and
4 are thereupon projected downwards along
the ropes 2. ^^^^i^ T-:'^\^ ^xfs.T.
The bottom of ithe block 3 ririkes - the

ground below the centre of the frame 9 and
'

due to its kinetic energy penetrates the

ground. The bottoms of the frames 5
immediately afterwards strikes ihc giuum!
and the frames 5 being only sufficiently

strong to support the weight of the blocks 4
from the block 3 arc destroyed so that the
blocks 4 are detached from the block 3 and
also penetrate the ground in their required
positions just outside the periphery of the

frame 9. As soon as this has happened the

ropes 2 arc detached from the rings 8 and
the helicopter can return to its depot to

pick up a further main foundation block 3
with subsidiary foundation blocks 4 attached
to it. At the same time the jeep 10 pro-

ceeds to the site in which the next structure

i.h to be founded.

Alter the foundation has been formed, as

) just described, an electric transmission line

pylon 1 1 is erected in position (as shown in

Figure V) on the main foundation block 3

and is supported by guy ropes 12 which arc
• attached to the subsidiary foundation blocks

4. The pylon 1 1 may be erected bv a crane
on the ground It may alternatively be lifted

by the helicopter 1. either in one piece or
!ii a number of pieces and the piece or pieces

arc held in position while they arc fixed.

DCiils of the frame 9 are shown in

I itiu*cs 3 and 4 of the drawings. The frame
voniUts of a tubular ring !3 having a series

of radial holes 14 formed through it. The
holes 14 are formed at equally spaced inter-

vals around the whole periphery of the ring

13. but only a few of these holes are indi-

cated in Figure 4.

Gusset plates 15 are welded to each side

of the ring 13 and to these ijussct plates are

*dded longitudinal members 16. The longi-

tudinal members 16 are in turn welded to

brackets, not shown, which are bolted to

• he chassis of the jeep 10. Each of the rings

•> is attached to a pair of arms 17 which
arc welded to semi-circular pieces 18. The
pieces IS each have two holes spaced apart
at a durance equal to the distance between
adjacent holes 14 in the ring 13 so that the

pieces 18 can be fixed in any required angu-
lar position around the rines P bv means of
holts 19

The nylon ropes 2 have a very consider-
able elasticity and are therefore by ihenv
vl\e>> able to stand up to the shock loading

Hi

45

produced in them when they are attached

to the rings 8. by the action of the wind on
the helicopter I. They will also stand up
to the loading placed upon them if a part

of any of the frames 5. strikes the frame 9
and so tends to tip the jeep 10 and cause
a certain jerk on the ropes 2. To reduce
the shock loads ob; the ropes and on the

helicopter lrhowever,- the ropes are con-
nected to the helicopter 1

1 through spring

connections as shown in Figure 5. The top
of the rope 2 is connected to an eye bolt

20 fixed to a circular plate 21. From the

bottom of the circular plate a tube 22 ex-

iciiuS uuWjiwards through a circular guide
hole 23 in a plate 24 which is fixed to the

helicopter I. The tube 22 is free to slide

in the hole 23, but is normally held in its

uppermost position by a compression spring

25 which acts on the plate 21 to which the

tube 22 is welded. If there is a sudden
pull on the rope 2 the plate 21 and the tube
22 are pulled downwards and the spring 25
is compressed. If the tension in the rope
2 is subsequently reduced the spring 25
recovers its previous shape and the plate

21 and the tube 22 are moved back to their

original positiens.

When only a single foundation block is

to be caused to move downwards from the

helicopter a guide in the form of a single

rope 26 may bemsed as shown in Figure 6.

The top of the rope 26 is attached to the

helicopter by the device illustrated in Figure

5 but the bottom of the rope is attached

to a ring 27 on a peg 28 which is driven

into the ground.

A single foundation block 29 shown in

Figures 6 and 7 has a central hole JO through
which the rope 26 passes. As shown in

Figure 7 the block 29 has two groups of

rollers 31 between which the rope 26 runs

The rollers 3! are not. however, essential

and the rope 26 may run directly in the hole

30 and merely slide on the inside surface of

this hole. The block 29 is initially attached

to the helicopter I by a quick release hook
in the same manner as is the main block 3

shown in Figure 1. The ring 27 and the peg

28 must be made sufficiently small to pass

upwards within the hole 30 between the

rollers 31 when the block 29 is dropped to

alio* the block 29 to penetrate the ground
without obstruction. The ring 27 and the

pec 28 m~y alternatively be made of a ma-
terial which shatters when it is struck by
the block 29 although it should have suffic-

ient tensile strength to hold the rope 26 in

position.

An alternative to the foundation block

2^ having a central hole 30 is the foundation

block 32 shown in Figure 8. The block

32 has a socket 33 and two side arms 34

c'ach having a ring 35 at its outer end. With
a block such as this the euide consists of
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iwo ropes 36 which pass through the rings 35.

As seen in Figure 10 of the drawings a
transmission line pole 37 is erected in posi-

tion on the foundation block 32 by the inser-

5 tion of its lower end in the socket 33.

The , method of founding
;. permanent

structures in accordance with the invention
is especially useful for founding pylons or
poles carrying electric transmission lines

10 across rough and inaccessible country, but it

can 'also be used for forming many other
foundations for various other permanent
structures. •

:

'

. . _ w

WHAT WE CLAIM IS:—
;

lo LA method of founding a permanent
structure in soil according to which a founda-
tion block is held by a helicopter in a posi-
tion above the surface of the soil in which
the structure is to be founded, the block is

2u caused to move downwards from the heli-
copter along a guide which extends from the
helicopter to the ground below or to a posi-
tion adjacent the ground below and the block
is caused, by kinetic energy acquired whilst

25 it is in movement above the surface of the
soil, to penetrate the soil to a depth at which
it is abte to carry the load imposed upon
it by the structure, and the structure is sup-
porteJ on the block.

30 2. A method according to Claim I, in
which the guide is connected to the ground

and forms an anchorage which assists in

locating the helicopter.

3. A method according to Claim 1 or
Claim 2, in which the block is projected :i5

downwards along the guide by rocket devices

''fixed to it.,;.j\v: N v ;--\.v:r :
%

.

4., A method according to Claim 1 r

Claims 2 and 3. in which the guide com-
prises one or more flexible ropes which are 40
suspended from the helicopter and the lower * .1

end of the rope or ropes arc connected to

an attachment on an attendant vehicle on
the ground.-:; -

']'; ,v s

5. A method according to any one of the 45
preceding claims, in which a group of
foundation blocks arc connected together by
a structure and arc caused to move down-
wards simultaneously, the structure being
destroyed on striking the ground. 50

,6. A method according to any one of
the preceding claims, in which the guide is

attached to the helicopter through a spring
connection.

7. A method according to Claim I. sub- .
rM

stantially as described with reference to

Figures 1 to 5 and 9 or Figures 6 and 7 or
8 and 10 of the accompanying drawings.

For the Applicants:—
GILL. JENNINGS & EVERY.

Chartered Patent Agents.
51—52 Chancery Lane.

London. W.C.2.

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATION.

Improvements relating to Methods of Forming Foundations.

We. Thi: Prc-Strhssud Concrete Com-W i*any Limited, a British Company, of 171
Victoria Street, Westminster. London. S.W.I,
do hereby declare this invention to be des-
cribed in the following statement:—

This invention relates to structural
Im foundations and to a method of forming such

foundations in soil. It is an improvement in
or modification of the invention described
in the Complete Specification accompanying
our Applications Nos. 22820/57, 30702/57

To and 30703/57 (Serial No. 835.804).
According to one feature of our prior

invention, a foundation block is held by a
helicopter in a position above the surface
of the soil in which the foundation is to be

7") formed and is caused to move downwards
from the helicopter and. by kinetic energy
acquired whilst the block "is in movement
abiue the surface of the soil, to penetrate the
>oiI to a depth at which the block can func-

S0 lion as a foundation.
The foundation block my oe allowed to

fall from the helicopter under the action of
gravity alone or it may be projected down-
wards, for example, by means of a rocket or

rockets fixed to it. Considerable accuracy s->

can be obtained in the positioning of a
foundation block prcjectfd or dropped down-
wards from a helicopter without any ex-
traneous control of the block during it's fali.

For some purposes however," greatet 1*>

accuracy is necessary than can be obtained
with an uncontrolled fall. To increase the
accuracy of the positioning of the founda-
tion, according to the present invention, the
foundation block is caused to move along a *X>

guide extending downwards from the heli-

copter to the ground below or to a position
adjacent to the ground. The guide is prefer-
ably fixed to the ground so that it forms
an anchorage to assist in locating the heli- l'^
copter as well as guiding the movement of
the foundation block downwards.
The guide may be rigid, jointed, or it may

be flexible, for example in the form of a
rope o- caMc. If the guide is flexible along l«*
its whole length or along part of its lensth
it will hang freely and provided that ~its

weight is sufficient to keep it straight i:s

lower end need not be lived to the ground.
If the guide is too light to be kept straight in 1 1"



this way its lower end must be fixed so that
the guide is tensioned between the ground
and the helicopter and so held straight.
When the lower end of the guide is fixed

5 to the ground, the fastening of the guide to
the helicopter is preferably arranged so that
it permits some vertical movement of the
helicopter whilst maintaining the guide under
tension. When the guide is a rope, the

10 simplest arrangement is to provide a pulley
on the helicopter and the rope passes over
this pulley and has a weight equal to the
tension required in the rope on its end. The
weight haug* dowti a distance from the

IS pulley equal to the tolerance required in the
height of the helicopter.

Instead of using a pulley and weight in
this wv

,
a spring or movable hydraulic

ram ma/ be used. A spring or ram is satis-
X) factory in all cases whether the guide is

flexible or rigid.

When a single foundation block is being
dropped by itself, a single tubular guide may
be used. Such a guide may consist of a

V. fabric sleeve made for example of nylon
Alternatively the guide in the form of a
rope or rod may pass through a hole
formed through the foundation block, so that
the block runs freely along the guide. The

n> block is preferably provided at each end of
the hole with rollers which run on the guide.
If a single guide which passes through the
foundation block in this wav is used,
arrangements must be made at 'the bottom

k"> end of the guide where it is fixed to the
ground to enable the block to pass over
the end fixing. This may be done bv anchor-
mg the guide by means of spring loaded
jaws. The jaws are moved out of the wav

u> against the action of their springs by the
foundation block as it moves off the end of
ImC guiuc and penetrates the ground.

Alternatively, the end of the guide may be
held by a light expendable frame-work which

•
r
» is. destroyed by the impact of the foundation

block. Instead of using a single guide pass-
ing through the foundation block two or
more parallel guides may be used. When
this is done, the foundation block moves

<» downwards between the guides and is pro-
vided with projecting arms which run alonu
the guides themselves. In this case, no diffi-

culty occurs at the bottoms of the guides
because the foundation block enters ihe

ground between the bottom ends of the 55
guides.

A method of forming a group of two or
more foundations, spaced apart from each
other by dropping a group of foundation
blocks simultaneously is described in the 60
Complete Specification accompanying our
prior Applications mentioned above. The
present invention is applicable to the forma-
tion of a group of foundations in this way
and makes it unnecessary to joint the 65
foundation blocks forming the group to-
gether by ropes or other flexible attachments.
One or more guides are provided for each

foundation block in the group and the guides
are fixed to the helicopter by a structure 70
which maintains accurate spaces between
them at their upper ends. At their lower

'

ends the guides are similarly accurately fixed
to the ground. Each foundation block
travels down its associated guide or guides 75
so that the relative positions of the founda-
tion blocks as they enter the ground are
accurately controlled.

In some cases, one or sometimes more of
the guides for the foundation blocks may 80
be omitted. This is possible where a main
central foundation is surrounded by a group
of smaller foundations which may be used,
for example, for the attachment of guy
ropes. 85

In the case of a central foundation block
surrounded by four subsidiary blocks, each
subsidiary block may move down a guide
and the main central foundation block may
be accurately held in position by being 90
attached to each of the four subsidiarv
blocks.

The lower end of the guide or guides may
be rixed to the ground simply by driving in
stakes or they may be attached to a struc- 95
:urc fixed to an attendant vehicle. Wher. a
structure fixed to an attendant vehicle is
used, the guide may be fixed to a movable
lever arm which is suitably weighted to
maintain the required tension in the guide. 100
Under these circumstances, the upper end of
the guide may be rigidly fixed to the heli-
copter.

For the Applicants:—
GILL. JENNINGS & EVERY.

Chartered Patent Agents,
51—52 Chancerv Lane,

London, W.C.2.
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